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1) The starfish story 
 

Early one morning, an old man was walking along the seashore and found the vast beach littered 
with starfish as far as the eye could see.  Off in the distance, he noticed a small boy approaching. 
As the boy walked, he paused every so often and as he grew closer, the man could see that he 
was occasionally bending down to pick up an object and throw it into the sea.  

The boy came closer still and the man called out, “Good morning! What are you doing?”  

The young boy paused, looked up, and replied “Throwing starfish into the ocean. The storm tide 
has washed them up onto the beach and they can’t return to the sea by themselves. When the 
sun gets up, they will die, unless I throw them back into the water.”  

The old man replied, “But there must be tens of thousands of starfish on this beach. What 
difference can you possibly make?”  

The boy bent down, picked up yet another starfish and threw it as far as he could into the ocean. 
Then he turned, smiled and said, “It made a difference to that one!” 
 

2) Vision  
 

 This story is the inspiration for the charity – our vision is to inspire and enable a wave of starfish 
throwers, to make an impact on physical and spiritual poverty - one person at a time. 

In the words of Rev George Hoffman, founder of TEARFund “One person cannot change the 
world, but they can change the world for one person”.  

An early retired 
drainage engineer travels to 

Romania to design a 
sewage treatment system 
for a small village clinic. 

A nurse travels to Zambia 
for two weeks to train 

specialist cardiac nurses. 

A clergyman, on 
sabbatical, spends a 

month teaching 
church leaders in 

Kenya. 

A gap year student goes 
to Moldova for 3 months to 
help with youth work in a 

small church. 

A team travels to 
Kenya to fit out a maternity 
ward in a mission hospital 

and run holiday clubs. 

What could it look like to “Throw a Starfish”? 
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3) What makes us different to other organisations? 

4) How will we achieve this? 
 

We will: 
A. Identify and establish relationships with partners, and develop projects, in situations of 

poverty around the world.  
B. Enable individual volunteers to use their skills, and safely go, by placing them with known 

and trusted partners and projects - at a time convenient to the volunteer. 
C. Also take some teams of volunteers, led by experienced leaders, to work with known and 

trusted partners and projects. 
D. Build an organization to support, enable and govern this activity. 
 

5) How will we fund this? 
 

We will:  
A. Ask volunteers to raise funds to cover their own costs and, if possible, contribute into the 

projects they will be involved with as they throw their starfish - this is good for sustainability. 
B. Expect partners to make some contribution to projects as this commitment from them 

makes lasting benefit more likely. 
C. Seek to establish a base of regular supporters who cover the running costs of the charity 
D. Run fundraising campaigns to allow us to undertake larger projects eg buildings 
E. Offer the opportunity to sponsor a starfish - pay for someone else to do a deployment, 

knowing that even if they cannot go themselves, it will unlock the opportunity for someone 
else. (Potential here to get people in developing countries to serve in another country) 

 
6) How will we monitor success of placements and ensure money is spent correctly? 

 
We will: 
A. Only work with trusted partners with whom we have an ongoing relationship.  
B. Only work on clearly defined, planned and budgeted projects with clear expectations of 

outcomes where any contribution can be identified and verified.   
C. Visit each project/partner at least every 2 years, to maintain the relationship, review what 

has been achieved and develop future plans.  
D. Ask each volunteer to feedback using a pre-defined report format.  

 
At a higher level, we will develop an annual review process to monitor the charity’s performance. 
 

 

We focus on using the gifts and 
availability of individuals, rather 

than recruiting teams for 
projects. 

Working with established 
projects and trusted partners, 

where we have an ongoing 
relationship, enables us to place 
individuals in projects at a time 
convenient to the volunteer, 

hence increasing the number of 
potential starfish throwers. 

We don’t use tourist hotels!  As 
well as keeping costs down, 

accommodating volunteers in 
guesthouses or with local 
families enables them to 

experience normal life and 
integrate better into these 

communities. 

"...what we are doing is just a drop in the ocean. But if the drop were not there, the ocean 
would be missing something". Mother Theresa 

 


